
Prior to sailing, preferred in a social media group make an Event for people to sign-up.

Determine:

Location to meet

Time to meet

Judging should take place sometime after embarkation, and the end of the second day at sea.

If during a holiday cruise, make a themed contest

Prizes will be given at the next group event, or choose a time to deliver to the cabin.

Organizer : Door Decorating Contest

What

A cruise door decoration makes it easy to spot your room. If you are with a group, having a cruise door decoration makes it easy to find 

and connect with others in your party because you’ll recognize each other’s decorations, which often include names. It is Fun and 

Festive!

How

Planning

Cabin decorations purchased via the Fun Shops online are made of fire retardant materials. For more information, please visit

www.carnival.com/funshops if you are interested in making a purchase.



Rules:

Scoring:

Your door will be  judged on the following criteria:

Visual Impact/Theme

Creativity

Craftsmanship

For safety reasons, Carnival ask that you abide by the above guidelines for

decorating your cabin door as well as the interior of your cabin.

No decorations of any kind may be placed over light fittings or fixtures. This may restrict the airflow

and cause items to ignite.

For the safety of all guests and crew, any decorations not made of fire retardant material or deemed

flammable, will be removed and you will be disqualified.

You may use magnets or Command Strips but no adhesives such as tape or glue.

No string lights of any kind are allowed.

A door decoration makes it easy to spot your room. If you are with a group, having a door decoration makes it

easy to find and connect with others in your party because you’ll recognize each other’s decorations, which often

include names. It is Fun and Festive! In the interest of guest and crew safety, the following cabin decoration

policies will be instituted and strictly enforced:

Door Decorating Contest

Decorations may consist only of fire retardant materials. Please note that items sprayed with fire

retardant spray are not acceptable.

Decorations may only be placed on the cabin door and not the surrounding frame, walls or railings.

Over-the-door hanging organizers must hang inside the cabin, must also be of fire retardant material

and cannot damage the door.

If you hear us running down the halls at midnight, we are JUDGING you!

Door Decorating Contest

     Place this as described by the organizer.  Can not be hidden (such as in the mail box), or attached to the 

door.
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As a judge you need to be impartial.

Each door must be judged individually, and independently

Creativity

Do not judge according to the surrounding area, or combination of several doors.

Score 1-10 per category

Judge Name:
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Judging Sheet : Door Decorating Contest
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